A SENSE OF PLACE
WITH ARCHITECT
EVERETT SCHRAM
One thing is immediately clear when meeting with EVERETT SCHRAM:
architecture is rooted in his soul. His eyes still sparkle when he recalls the
first home he walked into that opened his eyes to design and the antebellum
plantations he visited as a child with his grandmother in his home state of
Louisiana.
“[Architecture] is about the moments in my life that I deeply connected with and the places in which they occurred,” says Everett. “My entire
life, since I was a small child, my goal has been the same - to create places
that feel special that people will connect to and make special memories
within.”
Today, Everett’s creative spirit is often fueled by things that “feel as if
they’ve always been there,” he says. “Something that feels appropriate, connected to its place, and reflecting its owners’ personalities and way of living.”
When it comes to working on older houses, Everett believes, “it’s our
job to be stewards and preserve what’s already been built when adding on
and renovating.” He loves saving old houses and designing new homes that
feel timeless.
This attraction to timeless design is evident on Everett’s Instagram
profile (@jeschramarchitect) where he frequently posts projects and details
that excite him. “Social media has been a great tool,” he says. “It’s wonderful that I have the ability to reach people all over the country and show
them both my work and the things that I’m inspired by. But it also allows
me to see what my clients and colleagues are inspired by. This helps to both
fuel my creativity and also to better meet (or exceed) my client’s goals and
expectations.”
While studying architecture at Louisiana Tech University, this southern boy hopped the pond to study urban planning at the Imperial College
in London. He later studied at the Institute of Classical Architecture & Art
in New York. He’s been trained to envision entire communities and the
life that will exist within. This explains why Everett’s eye for design goes
beyond the walls and roof lines of his residential projects.
“When I am designing a home, every detail is important to me. How a
person will live in the home, what their habits are, who all will occupy and
utilize individual spaces, the seating, visibility and flow of each given space.
It’s so much deeper to me than the aesthetic style that someone is attracted
to or the mouldings that will go within it. It’s really all of them as a person
in a tangible whole-house experience. I like to think about all aspects of
living in a space…art, hardware, light fixtures, plumbing fixtures, colors,
finishes, etc. To me, every detail matters.”
CONTACT
J.E. Schram Architect
443-708-2412
Everett@jeschram.com
@jeschramarchitect
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